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Abstract – We consider the contribution of thermal capillary waves to the interaction between a
fluid-fluid interface and a nearby nanoparticle. Fluctuations are described thanks to an effective
interaction potential which is derived using the renormalization group. The general theory is
then applied to a spherical particle interacting with the interface through van der Waals forces.
Surprisingly enough, we find that fluctuations contribute significantly to the deformation profile.
Our study therefore reveals that thermal fluctuations cannot be ignored when probing nanoscale
deformations of a soft interface.

Introduction. – With the miniaturization of fluidic
devices, it is now possible to study simple and complex fluids at the scale of the nanometer. As the size of the system
decreases, confinement as well as the importance taken
by surface effects are expected to lead to novel transport
properties [1,2]. Accordingly, exploiting the possibilities of
nanofluidics requires a fine knowledge of liquids and liquid
interfaces at very small scales. In this context, nanoscale
measurements of liquid-surface properties have become increasingly popular. For instance, the contribution of individual surface defects to contact angle hysteresis has been
evidenced using atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a
carbon nanotube probe [3]. Local rheology measurements
have been performed using a hanging-fiber AFM [4], and
nanoscale deformations of an interface in response to the
interactions with an AFM tip have been characterized recently [5]. Non-contact manipulation of liquid interfaces
has also been achieved using magnetic beads [6] or knifeedge electric field tweezers techniques [7,8], whereas other
experiments with near-critical fluids have explored interfacial deformations by a laser beam [9].
Despite continuous progress, some fundamental issues
regarding the properties of a liquid interface at the
nanoscale remains unsolved. The surface of a liquid is
rather difficult to probe since the interaction with the
measuring device is expected to induce strong perturbations of the interface [10]. A thorough description of the
probe-interface interaction is therefore required in order
to get conclusive information regarding liquid parameters
such as surface tension or viscosity at very small scales.

In recent years, several groups have developed theoretical approaches to describe the interaction of an interface
with a nanoscopic probe [11–14]. The resulting deformation is obtained as the minimum of some elastic energy,
but thermally activated fluctuations have been systematically overlooked so far. However, interfacial fluctuations
range from a few angstroms to a few nanometers [15] and
are therefore expected to become relevant when the size
of the probe reaches the nanometer scale. This assertion
is also valid for larger probes if the fluids are close to a
critical point, in which case fluctuations can lie in the micrometer range [16].
The aim of this Letter is thus to study theoretically the
effect of thermal capillary waves on interfacial deformation. We follow here a linear renormalization group (RG)
scheme that is commonly used in the context of wetting.
Indeed, the critical exponents that characterize the adsorption transition of a liquid film on a solid substrate are
affected by thermal fluctuations [17, 18]. To account for
the latter, an effective potential can be derived by tracing
out small wavelength fluctuations [19, 20]. This renormalized potential is then expressed as a convolution of the
bare potential with the fluctuation probability distribution function [21]. The very same idea is applied in this
work in order to obtain an effective probe-interface potential. The paper is organized as follows. We first derive
the shape equation for a given interaction potential. The
effect of interfacial fluctuations is discussed next, and the
general theory is then applied to van der Waals forces.
The issue of fluctuations of the probe itself is commented
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We make the further assumption that the capillary
length is much larger than the size a of the probe (lc typically lies in the millimeter range). Still, we need to keep
it finite in order to enforce the condition h(r) → 0 when
d
z = h(r)
r → ∞ [14]. Eq. (3) can then be solved using the method
of matched asymptotic [11, 14]. For r  lc , eq. (3) reduces to ∇2 hout = lc−2 hout and the outer solution reads
hout (r) = αK0 (r/lc ). Here, K0 is the modified Bessel
function of second kind and α an unknown constant. In
the opposite limit r  lc , gravitational effects can be neFig. 1: Sketch of a spherical probe deforming a fluid-fluid inter- glected and the inner solution hin follows the equation
face. When the size of the probe reaches the nanometer scale, σ∇2 h = −Π(r, h ). The matched asymptotic method
in
in
the interface cannot be assumed to be smooth anymore and then requires that

a

thermally activated fluctuations are expected to contribute to
the deformation profile.

lim hout (r) = lim hin (r) .

r→0

r→∞

(4)

The approximate solution is finally obtained by adding
the inner and outer approximations and subtracting their
Euler-Lagrange equation. – We consider a fluidoverlapping value, which would otherwise be counted
fluid interface which is interacting with a nanoprobe, as
twice.
schematically drawn in fig. 1. We limit the discussion
to the non-wetting case of a probe that lies at a given
Thermal fluctuations. – Due to the random motion
height above the interface, in order to avoid possible is- of the molecules, a liquid interface is by essence a fluctusues related to capillary contact [5]. If the probe were ating object. In the absence of interaction, the statistical
absent, the interface would be flat and coincide with the properties of the free interface are set by the capillary-wave
horizontal plane z = 0. Interaction with the probe pro- Hamiltonian H0 . In particular, the probability distribuvokes a local deformation of the interface described by a tion P(h) of height fluctuations reads [22]
smooth function z = h(r), with r = (x, y). The equilib2
2
1
rium profile is then obtained as the minimum of the total
e−h /2ξ⊥ .
(5)
P(h) = √
2πξ⊥
Hamiltonian H, the latter being the sum of two contributions: H = H0 + HI . In the small-gradient approximation
The width ξ⊥ of the distribution corresponds to the mean|∇h|  1, the capillary-wave Hamiltonian reads
square displacement (MSD) of the free interface
Z
h
i
σ
2
 
d2 r (∇h) + lc−2 h2 ,
(1)
H0 =
kB T
lc
2
2
ξ⊥
= hh2 (r)i0 =
ln
,
(6)
2πσ
b
1/2
with σ the surface tension and lc = (σ/∆ρg)
the capillary length, ∆ρ being the mass density difference between with b a microscopic cut-off. The MSD typically ranges
the two fluids and g the gravitational acceleration. The from a few angstroms to a few nanometers for usual liquid
second term describes the interaction between the probe interfaces [15], but can be as large as a few microns for
near-critical fluids [16].
and the interface, and can be written as
When considering the interaction with an external
Z
probe,
one has to account for the roughness of the inHI = d2 rV (r, h) .
(2)
terface that appears “fuzzy” at the scale of the probe —
see fig. 1. In order to anticipate whether fluctuations sigThe potential V (r, h), whose explicit form will be specified nificantly affect the shape of the interface, we define the
later, is a function of both the position and the local shape dimensionless parameter ε = ξ⊥ /a (with a is the size of
of the interface. It is assumed to be radially symmetric and the probe). Consider for instance the AFM experiment
to vanish beyond a typical distance a — for instance, the described in [5]: given the tip radius a ≈ 10 nm and
radius of an AFM tip [5] or the waist of a laser beam [9]. ξ⊥ ≈ 1 nm, one gets ε ≈ 0.1 so that fluctuations are
Minimizing the total energy functional δH/δh=0 then expected to be relevant. On the other hand in the exleads to the generalized Young-Laplace equation [11]
periment with millimeter-size magnetic beads [6], thermal
fluctuations can safely be neglected since ε ≈ 10−6 .
1
2
−2
∇ h − lc h = − Π(r, h) ,
(3)
From a theoretical viewpoint, the appropriate formalσ
ism to describe thermal fluctuations at a given length scale
with Π = −∂V /∂z the disjoining pressure [22]. This equa- is the renormalization group (RG). We follow here a lintion has to be solved with the condition that the profile is ear functional RG scheme that has been developed to deflat far away from the probe.
scribe the wetting transition [19, 20]. This approach can
in the last section.
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interaction potential. The situation that we now discuss
is that of a nanoscopic probe interacting with an interface
through van der Waals forces. It is assumed for the sake
of simplicity that the probe is a sphere of radius a. The
center of the sphere is held at a fixed height d > a above
the reference plane — see fig. 1. The attractive force exerted by the sphere over the interface can be obtained from
Hamaker theory [23]
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with A the Hamaker constant. The renormalized disjoin(0)
2 (1)
Fig. 2: Relative increase of the renormalized disjoining pressure ing pressure Π = Π + ε Π + . . . is then deduced from
(0)
(0)
δ Π̃ = (Π − Π )/Π
evaluated at r = 0 and z = 0, as a eq. (8) and we get
function of the probe-interface distance.

Π(1) (r, h) =
easily adapted to our geometry even though the potential depends explicitly on the position. Starting form the
bare interaction potential V0 (r, h), thermal fluctuations
are traced out through momentum-shell integration (see
for instance ref. [17] for technical details). The resulting
RG flow equation can be integrated explicitly, yielding to
the renormalized potential [20, 21]
Z ∞
V (r, h) =
dh0 V (0) (r, h0 )P(h − h0 )
−∞

.
= V (0) (r, h) ∗ P(h) .

(7)

The renormalized potential is thus obtained as a convolution of the original potential with the probability distribution of height fluctuations [21]. The point is that V (r, h)
now includes information regarding the roughness of the
fluctuating interface.
The consequences on the deformation profile can deduced in a straightforward way. Let us denote h(0) the
solution of the shape eq. (3) in the absence of fluctuations,
i.e. with the bare disjoining pressure Π(0) = −∂V (0) /∂z.
The renormalized profile h = h(0) + δh is then solution
of the same eq. (3) but with the renormalized disjoining
pressure Π = −∂V /∂z = Π(0) ∗ P. Considering the contribution of the fluctuations as a perturbation, we evaluate
the correction δh at lowest order in ε. We first note that,
when ε  1, the probability distribution P is narrowly
centered around z = 0. The disjoining pressure is then
given by
Π (r, h) = Π(0) (r, h) + ε2

a2 ∂ 2 Π(0)
(r, h) + . . . ,
2 ∂z 2

(8)

so that the correction to the deformation profile can be
written as δh = ε2 h(1) (r) + o(ε2 ). Since ε2 ∝ kB T , we
find that the lowest-order correction scales linearly with
temperature.
Van der Waals forces. – In the theory developed so
far, no specific assumption has been made regarding the

4Aa5 7(d − h)2 − (r2 − a2 )
.
π [(d − h)2 + r2 − a2 ]5

(10)


We plot in fig. 2 the relative increase δ Π̃ = Π−Π(0) /Π(0)
evaluated at r = 0 and z = 0 (i.e., where the pressure
is maximum), as a function of the particle-interface distance d. It vanishes as δ Π̃(0, 0) ∼ d−2 in the limit d  a,
whereas it grows rapidly when the particle gets closer and
closer to the interface. For particle-interface distances that
are a few times the particle radius, the correction can easily reach 5 or 10 % of the total pressure. Note also that,
for a given particle-interface distance, the force acting on
the interface depends strongly on ε.
Before solving the shape equation, it is convenient to express the relevant energies in terms of dimensionless constants. The ratio of van der Waals to surface forces defines
the Hamaker number A = 4A/(3πa2 σ), whereas the balance of gravitational to surfaces forces defines the Bond
number B = (∆ρga2 /σ)1/2 = a/lc . Taking A ≈ 4×10−20 J
and σ ≈ 10−1 N/m, we find that A ≈ 10−3 in a typical
AFM experiment with a ≈ 10 nm [5]. We can therefore assume that A  1. This amounts to evaluate the
renormalized disjoining pressure (8) at h = 0, and, consequently, the differential eq. (3) becomes linear [14]. On
the other hand the Bond number is also very small for
usual interfaces, at least far from a critical point: one gets
for instance B ≈ 3 × 10−6 for a ≈ 10 nm and lc ≈ 3 mm.
Still this parameter has to be kept finite for technical reasons in order to enforce the relaxation to the flat shape
far away from the particle.
Eq. (3) is then solved using the method of matched
asymptotic discussed earlier [see eq. (4)]. Within these
assumptions, the bare solution reads
h(0) (r) =

  

r
A a5
r
H2
K
B
+
ln
+
,
0
4 H4
a
D
2D2

(11)

where we define D2 = d2 + r2 − a2 and H 2 = d2 − a2 .
This result was previously derived in [14]. The new contribution is the fluctuation-induced correction to the bare
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the relaxation rate of interfacial fluctuations is several orders of magnitude higher than the frequency of the tip,
the stationary approach is then fully justified.
Still, dynamical issues are expected to be relevant in
systems with a very low surface tension, for instance in
near-critical fluids [16]. More generally, the viewpoint of
dynamical coupling between tip and interface fluctuations
is compelling since it would allow to directly relate liquid properties (surface tension, viscosity) to the statistical properties of the probe, with no particular assumption
regarding interfacial deformation. Work on this issue is
currently under progress.
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Fig. 3: Log-linear plot of the relative deformation profile
√ h̃(r) =
h(r)/h(0) (0), for a fixed probe-interface distance d = 2a and
B = 10−3 .
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profile. It is given by
h(1) (r) =

r
A a 7 ∆2 h  r 
K
B
+
ln
0
2 H8
a
D
H2
H4
d2 H 6 i
+
+
+ 2 6 ,
2
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with ∆2 = 5d2 + a2 . The full solution h = h(0) + ε2 h√
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